Airport is a vital subsystem in the air transport system which has an important and strategic role in smoothening air trafic, so that an airport must be designed to be always ready in all situations and conditions to serve airline lights securely, orderly, smoothly, and quickly.
Introduction
The factor of technique becomes the dominant cause of the domestic scheduled light delay in Indonesia, in addition to the factors of airport and weather. Serious improvement is needed in the technical aspects consisting of improvement in aircraft reliability or performance, improvement in aircratf management through a tighter and more effective control, and enhancement of leet availability or suficiency. The aspect of regulations related to technical-operational matters needs to be rediscussed to clarify the deinition of technical, operational, and airport factors (Majid, 2011) .
In the perspective of main aviation players, i.e. air transport operators as the core players in the airline business, the causes of light delay comprise ive factors or reasons: technical (teknik), operational (operasional), commercial (komersial), airport (bandar udara), and weather (cuaca)-abbreviated as tokbanca in Indonesian language. The ive factors can be classiied into two: internal factors (technical, operational, commercial) which are known as avoidable delays and external factors (airport, weather) which are known as unavoidable delays or light delays that can not be controlled by the airline company.
Indeed, we can add another factor to be six factors, namely other factors beyond the ive such as, turmoil, demonstration by employees (pilot, airport workers), airport closing due to security reasons (hijacking or terrorism, etc.). Most of experts call these factors force majeure. For example, the strike done by Garuda Indonesia pilots in the end of July 2011 had an impact on the postponement or delay for a number of Garuda Indonesia lights, both which departed from Jakarta and which arrived at Jakarta. Another example is when the electricity at Soekarno-Hatta airport broken The discussion on the light delay tends to see from the airline company side (internal factors or avoidable delays) instead of from the outside of airline company, such as from the airport aspect.
In fact, if we want to trace it further, it is possible that airport factor contributes signiicantly to the light delay. In this article the writer tries to review the role and contribution of an airport to the light delay.
This article is resulted from a literaturebased research and an observation on some cases of Indonesian domestic scheduled lights during 2011 and 2012. Indra Setiawan, Suharto Abdul Majid, Yuliantini Results And Discussions
Role of Airport in The Flight
In the aviation industry there is an inseparable triumvirate, in which the three are mutually illing, completing, and needing, namely aircraft industry, airlines industry, and airport industry (Laurensius Manurung, 2011 
It is stated in the explanation
section that in order to assure the airport organization as the center for air transport service activities and as the effective and eficient business unit that can actuate regional economy, thus it determines the requirements, procedures, and standard of an airport, national airport order, location, operationalization, airport facilities and personnel, work environment control, and light operation safety area surrounding the airport for the sake of light safety and security, as well as environment long-
lasting.
It is also stated that in the airport organization there is a clear separation between the regulator and the airport operator with the establishment of Airport Authority and the opportunity for private institutions and regional government to take part in the airport organization.
Referring to the abovementioned Act, there are two things the witer wants to emphasize. First, the existence of an airport should be able to assure itself as the center of air transport service and as an effective, eficient business unit that can actuate regional economy. Second, there is a clear separation between the regulator and the airport operator as the consequence of the presence of airport authority.
The second is in line with the aviation development carried out by the government which includes the aspects of regulation, control, and supervision. The presence of airport authority shows the government's seriousness as the regulator i.e. regulations and policy maker, which must be followed by the functions of supervision and law enforcement.
Decree of Transportation Minister
No. 11 Year 2010 concerning National Airport Tatanan states that an airport plays some roles as: (a) a node in the air transport network, (b) gate of economic activities, (c) isolation opener, developer of border area and areas that are susceptible to disaster, (d) place for transport intermode activities, (e) booster and supporter of industrial Airport Factor in Flight Delays in Indonesia activities, and (f) vehicle to strengthen Wawasan Nusantara (the Archipelago concept of Indonesian maritime territory which includes all the water between the islands).
The management of airport as one of the air transport subsystems is committed to the principles of airport organization with the main duties comprising (1) delivering service to service users, and (2) maintaining the existing facilities so that the service level can be maintained or ready to operate (Suharno, 2009 ).
In the context of positioning an airline company as the core player in the aviation industry or in the air transport system, an airport must be able to play its role as the main supporting institution in the meaning that it becomes service provider, facilities provider for the smoothness of light operation. Suharno (2009) thinks that one of the basic philosophies for the existence of an airport is that the aiport service should be customer/user satosfaction oriented, provide security, orderliness, smoothness and comfort and it has added-value for the economy players through effective and eficient transport service delivery. The supporting function is the further explanation on the airport position as infrastructure together with the guiding function for air/aiplane trafic service (ATC/ATS). Thus, an airport must have complete, suficient and reliable facilities to smoothen the process of a light operation. In another word, an airport must be designed to be always ready in any situation and condition to be able to serve the ight securely, orderly, smoothly, and quickly.
Airport operator should be able to serve airport users, especially airlines, passengers, and cargo senders as well as possible. The main focus of service is oriented to air transport operators (airlines) with the basic asset in the form of aircraft and light schedule that has been published.
Meanwhile, the airlines themselves have promised to the users to ly securely/safely and punctually, and to deliver the best service. It is a problem when airlines in practice can not fulill their promise, in this case the light punctuality, due to airport factor. Therefore, readiness, cooperation, and good and harmonious coordination, and especially support from the airport, are necessary for realizing the light punctuality.
Delays Due to Airport Factor
Many international airlines identify other factors that inluence the light delays beyond technical factor, operational factor, commercial factor, and weather, namely airport factor and the formality of CIQ clearance as follows. 
Condition of Airports in Indonesia and Issue of Development
Since the implementation of national aviation deregulation in 2000, the growth of light in Indonesia has increased signiicantly. As an illustration, the growth of domestic passengers is very high on average 15% to 20% with the number of The biggest problems related to airport as a vital subsystem in the air transport system that have been identiied for the last ive years are capacity (Table 2 and The problem faced by PT Angkasa Pura I is basically faced by PT Angkasa Pura II as well. The difference is that PT Angkasa Pura II has Soekarno-Hatta airport which is the biggest and busiest airport in Indonesia, so that attention from public and international world is paid more to Soekarno-Hatta airport. PT Angkasa Pura II as the management of commercial airports in the west region of Indonesia has had "re-grand design"of the total width will be 540,758 M2; runway 3 will be developed as wide as 3.600 X 60 M (1014); the apron will be able to accommodate 112 aircrafts with additional apron T3 as wide as 57,600 M2, so that the total width of apron will be 945,290 M2 b. Polonia Airport Medan; so far the capacity is just for 1 million passengers per year, while the realization has achieved 6.2 million passengers per year. The future development is to remove it out of Medan city, namely Kuala Namu (New Medan Airport)
which is designed to accommodate 10 million passengers supported by a terminal as wide as 115,000 M2, runway as wide as 3.750 X 60 M, so that it can be used for A.380 aircrafts to land, apron as wide as 300,000
M2 with capacity to accommodate 33 aircrafts. The progress of its development has achieved 72%. aircrafts. The progress of development has achieved 88%.
d. SMB II-PLM airport will be developed to be able to serve 2.5 million passengers per year with effective terminal as wide as 16,500 M2.
e. Sultan Thaha-DJB airport; the existing terminal will be enlarged to be 13,015
M2 so that it can accommodate 1.5 million passengers per year, runway will be expanded to be 2,250 X 30 M so that it can be used for B.737 aircrafts to land, apron will be enlarged to be 39,273 M2 so that it can accommodate 8 aircrafts.
f. RHF-TNJ; terminal will be developed to become 8,348 M2 to serve 1 million passengers per year, runway will be expanded to be 2,250 X 30 M, and apron will be enlarged to be 37,517 M2 (7 aircrafts).
g. Depati Amir-PGK airport; terminal will be enlarged to be 12,170 M2 to serve 1.3 million passengers per year, runway will be expanded to be 2,250
X 30 M, apron will be enlarged to becoma 37,720 M2 (7 aircrafts).
h. Husein Sastranegara-BDO airport;
terminal will be enlarged to be 8,650 M2 to accommodate 1 million passengers per year, the strength of runway construction will be enhanced.
i. Supadio-PNK airport; terminal will be enlarged to be 25,000 M2 to be able to serve 2.5 million passengers per year, terminal special for cargo will be built, runway will be expanded to be 2,250
j. BIM-PDG airport; terminal will be enlarged to be 19,500 M2 to be able to accommodate 2.5 million passengers per year, runway will be expanded to be 3,000 X 45 M.
Strategic Issues
An airport has fairly signiicant contributions to light delays, thus the 
